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The builder and keepers of a cyberinfrastructure (CI) must confront a major tension between two goals (1) an 
architecture to pushes the edge of the technical envelope of systems – e.g. optimally efficient processor use, 
storage use, input/output speeds -- and (2) the preservation of digital information that depends on those systems 
for trustworthy, meaningful and useful access over the long term.2  The actors involved in the design and 
management of the components of cyberinfrastructure will not be well-served by fully optimizing to current 
conditions.   
 
The NSF Cyberinfrastructure Council (NCC) offers the following principle: “Provide a framework that will 
sustain reliable, stable resources and enable the integration of new technologies and research developments with a 
minimum of disruption to users.”  A CI must “evolve” over time.3  As opposed to systems, which are often 
designed to operate within a relatively bounded set of conditions, infrastructures have a scope that reaches 
beyond any single situation or context.  Rather than being designed and implemented in one feel swoop, 
infrastructures are generally built as incremental advances on top of an installed base.4  Rather than attempting to 
optimize for one specific context, infrastructure building will benefit from "robust action"5 or "robust design,"6 
which is effective in the short-term but also sufficiently flexible to remain effective in a wide range of possible 
future contexts.  Limiting the interdependencies between subsystems can also make a design more robust against 
disruptions from the environment7. 
 
One of the essential “reliable, stable resources” of a CI is “long-lived data,”8 which requires “systematic 
archiving and curation.”9  The NCC points out that “research collections [originally developed to serve only 
short-term work group needs] may evolve over time to become resource and/or reference collections,” which 
have longer periods of retention and thus require higher long-term stewardship commitments.10  Such a transition 
is much more likely to be successful if considerations of interoperability and sustainability were built into the CI 
in which all collections are managed.  It can be very difficult, if not impossible, to tack digital preservation 
considerations onto an existing system long after the information in the system was created.   Data archives 
should not be locked into one particular combination of hardware and software, but should instead make 
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extensive use of  redundancy11; diversity in both technological approaches12 and business models13; abstraction; 
virtualization14; modularity15; detailed descriptive and administrative metadata beyond that which is required for 
immediate use; and the development and adoption of open standards in way that is attentive to the need for 
flexibility16.   All of the above approaches run counter to those best suited to the purpose of “squeezing every last 
bit or cycle” out of current hardware and software to address a task that’s current at hand.  Meaning is expensive; 
transferring meaningful information across social or technological contexts requires additional resources.  One of 
the fundamental challenges is that developers tend to focus on the task at hand (and possibly its fit within an 
architecture in place at the work group or organizational level), rather than seeing themselves as builders of an 
“infrastructure.”17 
 
Long-term curation of data within a CI requires not only robust artifacts and computer systems but also social 
systems that can both withstand and benefit from changes in the environment.  The professions and organizations 
involved in data curation should also be cautious not to fall into a competency trap18 of only being able to solve 
yesterday's problems.  Professional abstractions19 should be specific enough to solve specific problems but also 
robust to changes in the environment.  Actors in this space should strive for “requisite variety”20 in their 
repertoire of capabilities and “absorptive capacity,”21 and they should actively monitor the environment for 
changes to both the ICT landscape and stakeholder needs/expectations.  History suggests that the institutions 
responsible for information curation that are able to persist over long stretches of time are those that are able and 
willing to adjust their practices to fit changing funding models and use scenarios.22  In short, “Long-term digital 
archiving requires systems, institutions, and business models that are robust enough to withstand technological 
failures, changes in institutional missions, and interruptions in management and funding.”23  Curation of data 
within a CI should ensure the integrity and fixity (or consistent reproducibility) of the information24, while also 
supporting the technical malleability and “interpretive flexibility”25 of the systems upon which the information 
resides.  The data archives that support a robust CI must be “locked in” to a commitment to preserve collections 
of data, while not being locked in – or ever fully optimized – to one combination of devices or approaches for 
preserving it.26 
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